
AutoSmart Case Study
Quick and Efficient Process Leads To High Close Rate

AutoSmart Insurance Agency is an online retail insurance agency providing non-standard 
personal lines auto insurance coverage to clients who have poor credit, multiple MVR 
violations or multiple claims.

AutoSmart is an online retail insurance agency specializing in the placement of non-standard 
auto personal lines insurance. AutoSmart’s unique selling point is the speed and ease of 
placement, while offering no risk denied, no credit check and no prior coverage requirement. 

AutoSmart knows that Drivers will fall into the non-standard risk marketplace because:

-  Bad or Poor Credit

-  Multiple MVR violations

-  Multiple Claims / Accidents

-  No prior coverage or lapse in coverage

-  Only minimum limits or state requirements
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AutoSmart’s subscriber base is made up of a few different types of clients: youthful drivers 
who enjoy the outdoors, young couples, and families who are building good credit. We know 
that bad things happen to good people.

By using the real-time rating tools that BridgeNet has to offer, AutoSmart finds an agent, 
creates an account with real car and driver data and generates a competitive quote based on 
this data.

For example, we can now quote coverage in TX for a 2010 Ford F-150 with the driver’s 
data specifically for the millennial that expects to do business online, without speaking to an 
agent. AutoSmart now delivers their quotes when it matters most.

AutoSmart began implementing real-time ratings just 3 months ago.  Since then, they’ve 
seen an immediate, positive impact in their conversion, engagement and close rates.
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 17%  14%  36%

More Quotes More Credits Applied Decrease in Dropped 
Quotes

“The BridgeNet API’s level the playing field between small online retail agent and the 
large budget national carrier. We are now able to use technology as a differentiator, to 
reach people on a personal level and tell a story specific to the customer. Our unique user 
experience shows them exactly what their policy premiums are and what discounts have 
been applied.”

– Keith Mahar, AutoSmart Chief Operating Officer

“With the BridgeNet toolkit, we were able to use the application we wanted to use 
and the user experience that we wanted  to deploy to our clients.  We were able to 
give our developers access to the Insurance API’s on the BridgeNet site and deploy 
our solution in days.  It has allowed us to give our customers what they wanted, not 
what the insurance industry wanted to give them – in turn allowing us to focus on 
the customers that fit our niche.” 

– Tim Morris, AutoSmart President.



AutoSmart has also used the bN Agent tool to identify not only the right carrier for the 
risk but the right agent. An agent that is local, licensed, and consultative on the customer’s 
needs, not driven by the immediate sale.

The tactic has paid off. AutoSmart has received feedback from their most engaged 
customers, helping them understand the key concerns these customers have about their auto 
insurance needs.

The simple addition of the agent, driven by reviews, not high commissions, allows them to 
identify their most valuable client – nurturing their relationship with these customers and 
creating extra revenue-opportunity.

When asked about BridgeNet’s role at AutoSmart , Keith says, “BridgeNet’s real-time 
insurance tools allow us to create and deliver more relevant quotes to our customers at
the point in their day that drives tremendous engagement.”

Engaging With a Local Professional

The Bottom Line
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BridgeNet is the perfect match for AutoSmart’s website because it’s:

Targeted:
BridgeNet’s carrier relationships give AutoSmart the best carrier for our customers. We 
have access to all the national markets as well as the local carriers who know our 
business.

Scalable:
AutoSmart can easily increase their volume with a network of over 1700 local licensed 
agents who help us manage the call volume for billing, endorsements and proof of coverage.

Online:
BridgeNet’s digital-first model allows us to interact when and where the customer is, not 
where we are.

Turnkey:
AutoSmart is proud of their ability to offer best-in-class, affordable insurance tools, and 
resources for their customers – an attribute made even easier with BridgeNet’s 
low-cost API’s.

““BridgeNet’s easy-to-use API’s made the implementation of the online application 
process seamless with very little help from their support team.  By effectively targeting 
and quoting our customers in real-time our customers experienced an immediate 
impact to their bottom line insurance premiums while increasing our conversion, 
engagement and close rates.” 

Keith Mahar, AutoSmart Chief Operating Officer.


